Abstract. Let C be a compact (singular) curve embedded in a surface. Then C carries a canonical sheaf Q which is locally free of rank 1. Moreover, C has a generalized Jacobian J which fits in an exact sequence
0-»F->./-»/l-»0
of algebraic groups such that A is an abelian variety and F = (C*/ X C. Let C be the set of nonsingular points of C and let 9 = Zariski-closure of the image of (Ç)(ï~ '> in J. Then:
Theorem. If C is irreducible and sections of B map C onto X in Pg~ ' then the isomorphism class ofJ together with the translation class of the divisor 9 on J determine the isomorphism class ofX.
As a corollary, if </*: C -* X is an isomorphism (in which case we call C nonhyperelliptic) the above data determine the isomorphism class of C. I do not know if this remains true when C is hyperelliptic.
It should be noted that the linear equivalence class of 9 is not enough to determine X.
The principal idea of the proof is that of Andreotti, that is, to recover the curve as the dual of the branch locus of the Gauss map from 9 to Pg~'; however our arguments are usually analytic.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In §1 we prove a stronger than usual version of Abel's theorem for Riemann surfaces and in §2 we extend this theorem to apply to singular curves. In succeeding sections we construct the generalized Jacobian as a complex Lie group J and embed J in an analytic fibre bundle over A with projective spaces as fibre. This we use to endow J with the structure of an algebraic group. §7 contains a miscellany of facts about branch loci and dual varieties, and in §8 the main theorems are stated and proved.
We should mention here that the variations on Abel's theorem proved in this paper (1.2.4 and 3.0.1) were proved by Severi, at least in the special case corresponding to ordinary double points [12] .
1.
1.0. We are concerned here with the bilinear relations in the periods of two meromorphic 1-forms on a compact Riemann surface C of genus g. Thus let P and P' be disjoint finite subsets of C and let w and w' be smooth closed 1-forms in C -P and C -P' respectively. One may represent a basis flu ..., 52g of HX(C; Z) by loops a, whose supports \a¡\ lie in the complement of the union of two disjoint disks B and B' through P and P'. (By a disk through P we shall mean a diffeomorphic image of the compact unit disk in C such that inti? d P.) Similarly, the dual classes af in HX(C; Z) possess representatives a* which are smooth closed 1-forms supported in D = C -(B u B'). The periods w¡ = fg. w (w¡ = faw') do not change when each a¡ is replaced by a loop homologous in C -P to a¡. Stokes' theorem secures that fdBw = 0, so w -"Zwfif annihilates every element of HX(C -B; Z). As a result there exists a smooth function/ (/') on C such that on a neighborhood of C -int B (C -int B') we have: w = df + 2 wtf, W = df' + 2 w¡af.
We let D = C -B u 5', ^ = fcaf f\ af, (w, w (0 (w, w')=f fw'-f fw.
J3B' J3B
Given a meromorphic form u defined on a neighborhood of the finite set S we let r(u; S) = Sfres^zz): p E S). Using this notation formula (1) becomes (2) (w, w') = 2^\^T (r(fw'; P') -r(f'w; P )).
1.1. We specialize to the case in which w' has only simple poles and integral residues. If reSpW' = n(p), then r(fw'; P') = "2{n(p)f(p):p E P'). Choosing a 1-chain c' in B' such that 3c' = d' = ?,{n(p)p:p E P') we have: 0) (w,w') = 2mV^lijw-r(f'w;P)\.
The group HX(C -P; Z) is generated by the cycles a, together with the boundaries bp of disjoint disks Dp c int B centered at p £ P. After fixing a choice of such disks, for any chain c in C -P such that 3c = d' there exist integers /, and mp such that c' -c is homologous in C -P to a + b, wherein a = 2//CÏ, and b = Sm^. Then: (2) (w, w')/2ttV=Ï +r(f'w; P) = ( w.
Ja + b+c
Leaving the chains a, b, and c fixed, (2) remains valid when w and w' are replaced by w + h and w' + h', provided that h' be holomorphic and that h be meromorphic with poles in P only. 1.2. The space of holomorphic 1-forms on C will be denoted by H. More generally, given a divisor d, the symbol H(d) shall stand for the space of meromorphic forms w whose divisors (w) satisfy (w) + d > 0. Finally HP shall denote the space of meromorphic forms with poles in the set P. If we arrange the elements h¡ of a basis for 77 in a column vector h of length g and the cycles a, in a row vector a, then the g X 2g period matrix ß = }ah satisfies (l)fiÔ'Û = Oand (2) V -1 ßg'ß is positive definite hermitian (Q = (q0)).
The first property follows immediately from (1.0.1) taking w and w' in H while the second follows from the fact that V-1 ßg'ß is the matrix relative to the basis h of the hermitian positive definite form <w, w'> = V-1 fcw /\ w' on H. As a consequence of (1) and (2) ß has rank 2g over R. Accordingly, a meromorphic form w' may be normalized by adding an appropriate holomorphic form so that w' = jaw' = 2irV-1 r where r E R2*. Then (w, w' )/2ttV -1 = w£)V is a real linear combination of the periods of w.
(3) Lemma. Let w' be a normalized meromorphic form with simple poles and integral residues and let c be an integral l-chain which avoids the finite set P and which satisfies 3c = a" = "2resp(w')p. Choose integral cycles a and b as in (1.1) so that (1. (4) Theorem. Let a" be a divisor on C whose support avoids the finite set P. Given a subset F of HP such that H c F the following are equivalent:
(A) There exist a meromorphic function g on C such that (g) = d' and a branch fof'log(g) defined in a neighborhood of P such that r(fw; P) = Ofor all w E F. (B) There exists an integral chain c in C -P such that dc = d' and Jcw = 0 for all w in F.
Proof. Assuming (A), let w' = d log(g) and choose a chain c supported in C -P such that 3c = a", a continuous branch/' of log(g) in a disk through P, and cycles a and b as in (1.1) so that (1.1.2) holds for all w in 77,,. By hypothesis (g is single-valued) the vector r = 'w'/2irV-1 is in Z2g and /*+6+rW -r(f'w; P) + wQr for all w in HP. Iff = /' + 27rV^T mp nearp, let b' = b + 2/^6,, a' = a -aQr, and c' = a' + b' + c. Then /c,w = /•(>; F) = 0 for all w in F.
Assuming (B), we have that a" = 3c so degree(a") = 0. Hence we may construct a normalized meromorphic 1-form w' such that 1,resp(w')p = d' and, by Lemma (3) , w'/2ttV-1 EZ2g. Thus there exists a meromorphic function g such that w' = c/log(g) and choosing a continuous branch/' of log(g) on a disk through P we have jbw = r(/'w; P) for all w in/(also by Lemma (3) ). If b = 2/^/3^, we let / = /' -2ttV -1 «i^ near p and the theorem is proved. 1.3. Given an effective divisor d whose support P avoids the support of d' we let F = H (d) and apply the above theorem. Example 1. d = px + p2,px ¥= p2. Then it follows that there exists a chain c such that 3c = d' and }cw = 0 for all w in H(d) iff there is a meromorphic function g such that (g) = </' and g(px) = g(p2)-Example 2. d = 2p. In this case 3c = d' and Jcw = 0 for all w in //(</) iff there exists g meromorphic on C such that (g) = d' and c/glp ■ 0.
2.
2.0. Let C be a curve (reduced, compact, complex 1-dimensional analytic subvariety) on a complex analytic surface V (complex 2-dimensional manifold), and let S he the singular locus of C. There are a normalization C and a surjective canonical map tt: C -» C such that m maps C' = C -ît-1(.S) isomorphically onto Ç = C -S.
Following Kodaira, for each p in C we choose coordinates (x, y) and a function /? on a neighborhood U of P and require that x(p) = y(p) = 0, C n U = {q: R(q) = 0), and that whenp is simple /?(x,y) = y and whenp 2.2. One verifies that in the intersection of two neighborhoods Ua and Ub with defining equations Ra and Rb as specified in (2.0) the ratio (oa/ab)\C is holomorphic without zeros and coincides with the ratio of nonvanishing sections of K in Ua and Ub respectively. Accordingly, there is no harm in regarding oa as a nonvanishing section of K on Ua n C. We shall denote by H the space of holomorphic sections of K. 2.3. Given a meromorphic section w of K on an open set W there are functions /, on Uar\W such that w = faoa. Thus we may define m*w = fa ° Tr(w*aa), and tt*w is a meromorphic differential form on ^"'(WO-Similarly, given a 1-chain c in C -S which avoids the pole set of w we let jcw = Sv-\C)TT*w and given a meromorphic section w of K over a neighborhood of a set P we define r(w; P) -r("n*w; tt~x(P)). 2.5. Let 0 (respectively 0') denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on C (C) and let M (M') denote the total quotient sheaf of 0 (0')-The natural homomorphism tt*: Mp -> (tt^M')p (tt^M' is the direct image of A/') is an isomorphism while the restricted map tt*: Bp -^(tt^Q')p is not in general surjective. However, the image of 7^0, may be characterized by residues as follows: Theorem 1. Given f in tt,(&')p there exists f in Qp such that f ° tt = TT*f = f iffr(f'gir*oa; tt-\p)) = Ofor all g in Bp (cf. [3] ). Proof. In 77~'(C/ n Ua) we have w' = f'aTT*oa and since w' is holomorphic and Ti*oa has poles of order cq at q in ir~x(p) for each p in S n U the function f'a must vanish to order cq at q. Hence there exists a holomorphic function fa on U n Ua such that f'a = 7r*/a and letting w = faaa on U n Ua we have the desired form. Lemma 6 . Let w be a section of K over an open set U c C such that for each irreducible component X of C, r(<n*w; tt~x(U n S) n X') = 0. Then there exists a section v in H such that tt*v -tt*w is holomorphic on tt~x(U). (X' is the normalization ofX and is canonically contained in C)
Proof. The residue condition insures that on each X' there is a meromorphic form vx-such that vx. is holomorphic outside tt~x(U) and vx, -tt*w is holomorphic on tt~x(U) n A". Proof. For all/in Qp we have
The first term vanishes because the form (77*/ -f(p))w' is holomorphic near ir~x(p) and the second term vanishes by the residue condition on w'. Lemma 9 . // w E Q(K)(U) then there exist u E ®(K)(U) and v E H such that tt*u has only simple poles, tt*v has zero residues and w = u + v.
Proof. For each component X of C either X c U or X -U is not empty. In the first case r(iT*w; X') = 0. Thus it is possible to construct a form tx. on X' with simple poles such that tt*w -tx. has zero residues everywhere on X'. In the second case, by allowing tx. to have poles on X' -m~x(U), we may construct tx. having simple poles in X' n v~\U) and such that jt*w -tx. has zero residues in A" n it~\U). Let t'\X' = tx.. From Corollary 8 we conclude there exists t in Q(K)(U) such that ir*t = t'. Then ir*(w -t) has zero residues in tt~x(U) n X' and by Lemma 6 there exists v in H such that tt* (w -t -v) is holomorphic on U. Thus u = (w -t -v) + t = w -v and v are the desired forms.
2.6. Let s be a simple closed curve in C which crosses the singular set S. Then j determines a finite number of paths s¡ in C (each parameterized by the unit interval) such that s = tts'xtts'2 • • • its'm, and such that the end points of each s'¡ lie in S' = tt'^S) and no other point of s¡ is in S". We shall call s admissible if î/(1) 7e s'i+x(0) for all z (consider the paths s¡ to be indexed by the integers mod m). Then the following lemma is a clear consequence of (2.5.8 ).
Lemma I. If s is an admissible closed curve on C then there exists w in H such that tt*w has simple poles exactly at the points s¡(e) (e = 0 or 1) with residue (-l)e at s¡(e).
A function a: it~x(S) -* C will be called a residue cycle iff
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) res, tt* w = o(p) for all p. Finally, we call w E H simple iff w is associated to a residue cycle a such that o(p) -± 1 for all p E \a\. An inductive argument suffices to show that the simple sections span the space Hx = {w: ord, tt*w > -1 for allp).
3.
3.0. In this section we extend Theorem 1.2.4 to singular curves. Given a finite set P c C we let HP be the vector space of meromorphic sections of K which are holomorphic in C -P. Theorem 1. Let d be a Cartier divisor on C whose support avoids the finite set P and the singular locus S. Given a subset F of HP such that 77 c F, the following are equivalent:
(A) There exist a meromorphic function g on C such that (g) = d and a branch f of log(g) in a neighborhood of P such that r(fw; P) -Ofor all w in F.
(B) There exists an integral chain y in C -E (E = P u S) such that 3y = a* and Jyw = 0/or all w in F.
Proof. Let E' = tt~x(E), F' = [tt*w: w is in F}, and a" be the unique 0-chain such that 7r,(a") = d. Note that if a branch / of log(g) satisfies r(fw; P) = 0 for all w in F and if g is holomorphic on E = P u S then we may extend / to a neighborhood of E and have r(fw; E) = 0 for all w in F (cf. 2.5.3). Conversely, given a branch/of log(g) defined in a neighborhood of E then r(fw; p) = 0 for all w in F and all p in S -P so r(fw; E) = r(fw; P).
Assume (A) and apply 1.2.4 to the functions/' = /and g' = g, divisor a", and sets F' and E' to construct a chain y' such that 3y' = a" and jy.w = 0 for all w in F'. Letting y = ir+y' we have fyw = fy-Tr*w = 0 for all w in F. Thus (A) implies (B).
Assume (B), let irmy' = y and proceed by induction on the number of irreducible components of C.
If C is irreducible apply 1.2.4 to the set F' and chain y' to produce a meromorphic function g' on C and a branch /' of \og(gf) defined near E' such that r(f'w; F') = 0 for all w in F'. If u G 0(70, then there exists w in 77 such that tt*(u -w) is holomorphic near tt~x(p) and tt*w is holomorphic outside Tr-\p). Then r(f'ir*u; ir'x(p)) -r(f'ir*w; tt~x(E')) = 0 so there exists / in 0, such that /' = / ° it near p. Then g = es is holomorphic and invertible near p and g' = g. Moreover r(fw; P) = 0 for all w in F as required.
If C = C, u C2, C, irreducible and C, n C2 finite, then let K¡ be the canonical bundle of C" H¡ = H°(C¡, ®(K¡)). Choose a section s¡ of [C¡] vanishing exactly on C¡ and define a map T¡: H¡-* H c F by T¡(w) = ws (extended by zero over C). If y is our chain on C and y, its restriction to C¡ then fyw = ¡y T¡(w) = 0 for all w in H¡. Now use the induction hypothesis on the chains y, and sets F, = H¡ to produce meromorphic functions g, on C, such that (g,) = d¡ = d\C¡. Let g'|C/ = g, and select a branch/' of log(g') defined near E' and a cycle 6 on C (as in 1.1) so that fb+cw = r(f'w; E') for all w in //£.. We shall require that/' be chosen so that/'|C/ n ir~x(p) is constant for eachp in the complement of the support of the divisor d¡.
Lemma 2. If X is a connected component of C2 and {p, q) c A* n C, then
Proof. Let sx be a simple path fromp to q in C, which avoids 5 -{p, q) and let / be a simple path from q top in C2 such that s = sxt is an admissible loop in C. Then í lifts to a collection of disjoint paths sj (j = 1,..., m) in C such that 5,(0) = p = s'm(l) and s'x(l) = q = s'2(0). Let w he the section of K constructed as in 2.6.1 such that tt*w has a simple pole and residue (-l)e at s'j(e) (e = 0 or 1). Then:
Now fbTT*w = 27tV -1 m for some integer m so applying the exponential function to both sides of (**) we have:
Since g'(*;(l)) = g2(s](l)) = g2(sj+x(0)) = g'(s]+x(0)) if 2 < j < m -1 the desired result follows. We choose px in X n C, for each connected component X of C2 such that X n C, t6 0 and require that g2(p^-) = gx(px) (multiplying g2 on A" by a constant if necessary). Then for all p in C, n C2 we have g,(p) = g2(p) by Lemma 2 . It follows that if w £ ©(Ä")^ (p not in the support of d) and tt*w has poles of order 1 at most then r(f'TT*w; tt~x(p)) = f(p)r(ir*w; ir~x(p)) and the left side of this equation is zero. For arbitrary w in 0 (K)p there exist zz and v as in (2.5.6) Let n = card ir~x(S) and r be the number of components of C. The module T is generated by circles around points in tt~x(S) and has rank n -r. That F is a discrete subgroup of (77')* of rank 2g' over R follows from (1.2). (We let g' = dim 77' and g = dim 77.) 4.3. In 77" we have canonical subspaces F, = image{w: ord, tt*w > -1 for all p) and E2 = image{w: res, tt*w = 0 for all p). By Lemma 2.5.9, 77" = F, + F2. Now the elements of T annihilate E2 so T" c E2L = Ff. By (2.7) we may choose a basis r/" ..., r¡t of F, coming from simple sections of H.lftET then t E V<=> t(r¡¡) = 0 for all /'. Thus we have: rank V = rank T -s and rank T" = s (= dim F, ). We define the map u:C-*J by:
One verifies that fouis holomorphic. Moreover, regarding the cotangent bundle T*(H*/T) as a trivial bundle with fibre H we have: (/ ° u)*w = w.
4.5. Denoting the 5-fold symmetric power of C by C(s) we extend the map u to us: C(i) -> 7 by addition. A familiar calculation [2] shows that: Then Pj(sa(x)) = x and (ia -sß)(x) = pA*(pa(x) -pß(x)) = pA*(Aa;3) = faß where Xaß E T' is independent of x. Then define <pa: Ua X F-+pj-x(Ua) by <pa(x,f) = sa(x) +f and note that <pa is an isomorphism and cpß x(pa(x,f) = (x,f + faß).
4.6. In order to exhibit the structure of F we choose a basis yx, • •. ,ys for T", the dual basis tj" ..., tl for £,, and another basis f,.$d for F2.
Given a: E F we let <p(x) = (ex(r»\ ..., exM, x(f,),..., x(Q). Then <p:
F-> E(s,d) = (C*X X C* is an isomorphism and gives F the structure of an algebraic group. Another choice of bases yields a different isomorphism <p" but then there is an algebraic isomorphism ^: E(s,d)^> E(s, d) such that y « ç ■ ç,, 5. This yields a vector bundle F of rank t = s + d + 1 associated to the principal bundle J, and we let J be the fibre bundle associated to the action of F as projective linear transformations on the space P of lines in C. By a theorem of Kodaira [4] , 7 is a projective algebraic manifold. We note that F (hence 7) is topologically trivial over A since the transition matrices for F indicate that F contains s + d linearly disjoint flat line bundles L¡ such that F/©; L¡ is trivial, and flat line bundles are topologically trivial.
5.1. Accompanying the representation X is an obvious embedding e: F-» P such that: Proof. We let AP be the closure in P X P of the correspondence {(e(A «.(/)): / e F), and let F act on F X F by/-(x,y) = (X(f)x, Xx(f)y).
ThenF-AP c AP. By a theorem of Borel the bundle associated to the bundle J, with fibre F X F, is projective algebraic and contains the bundle with fibre AP as a subvariety.
5.3. The graph 3íf of addition in F is an analytic subset of F3. If we let t -s + d + I and let x = [xx,..., x,] denote the homogeneous coordinates of a point in the projective space F then:
ztx¡y¡ -x¡ytz¡> i < / < í, (x,y, z) G *r~(*)2t(x¡yi + x¡yd = W|i s + l<i<s + d.
We let F c F3 be the subvariety defined by the system (*) and verify that:
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Thus the Zariski-closure %P of 21f is an irreducible algebraic subvariety of P3 in which 21F is a Zariski-open set.
5.4. Now let 21^ and 21^ be the graphs in A3 and 73 of addition on A and J respectively. It is clear that 21, is a fibre bundle over 21^ with fibre 2If. The (usual) closure of 21, in J is then a fibre bundle 21 over 21^ with fibre 2tP. Hence 21 is algebraic and 2ly = 21 fl J3 is a Zariski-open dense set in 21. This shows that J is an algebraic group with the algebraic structure induced from the embedding J-+J. While the compactification J is not canonical the induced structure is by (5.2.1). Hence we recover the well-known fact:
(1) Lemma. 0 -» F-» J^> A -» 0 is an exact sequence of algebraic groups.
Proof. To show that iF and p, are algebraic morphisms merely embed the sequence in P ^* J^* A and apply GAGA. 5.5 . Given A-,, A"2 c J we define as usual: Xx + X2 = {xx + x2: x¡ E A,} and given subvarieties A, c / such that X, n J is dense in X¡ we let A", © A"2 be the Zariski-closure of (A", n/) + (X2 n J). Then A", © A"2 is irreducible if A", and A*2 are and din^A", © Aj) < dim A", + dim X2. Moreover, if A",0 is a constructible Zariski-dense subset of X¡ n J then A",0 + X2 is constructible and Zariski-dense in A", © A"2.
6.
6.0. We now use the ideas in the preceding paragraphs to study the sets K m ur(Q(r)) in/. Let Ç = C -S and Ç'= C -ir'^S).
(1) Lemma. The map u ° m: C' -»/ extends to a complex analytic (hence algebraic) map û = C -+J.
Proof. The diagram commutes and zz' extends to C. Thus given p £ tt~x(S) let Ua he a neighborhood of zz'(p) and sa: Ua -*J be a flat section. Choose simple sections r/( £ H and additional sections ^ £ // such that tt*^ has zero residues and such that tj" ..., TL, £" ..., $d give a basis for /////' = H". Then given x E pj~x(Ua) the homogeneous coordinates for x -sa(pj(x)) in the fibre P are [exM,..., f'w, x(Çx),..., x(Çd), 1]. Let U be a small disk about p in C and let z he a coordinate on U. We choose a fixed point pQ # p in U and a
Pj -+A
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use fixed path /0 in Ç' from the relevant base point b top0. Given q E Uwe agree to trace a path l(q) from b to a by first traversing l0 and then a path inside U. It is then clear that the functions exp{K7r(a)(r,,)} = expí f ir*Tj,) and u ° Tr(q)(^,) = [ tt*$j \.Jl(q) ) Jl (q) are meromorphic in z(q). This proves the lemma. Let Vr be the Zariski-closure of Wr in J.
(2) Corollary. Vx = u ° 7r(C) « a« algebraic subset of J of pure dimension l.IfC is irreducible so is Vx. 6.2. We agree to call X c J admissible if X n / is dense in X. Let X be an irreducible admissible hypersurface in J. In view of the triviality of T*(J) we may regard the annihilator T^X)1-of the tangent space to X at any nonsingular point x as a line Lx in T*(J). More precisely, if ry(x) = x +y then Lx = t*(Tx(X)l). Thus, letting P(H) denote the projective space of lines in H we have a correspondence Gx C (Xng D J) X P(H) and we let Gx be the Zariski-closure of Gx in X X P(H). Of course, Gx is irreducible and Gx comes equipped with 2 projections,px: GX-*X andp2: Gx -» F(77), the first of which is birational. 7.0. In this section we collect some elementary facts about the branch locus of a morphism to projective space. Throughout this section morphism is to be taken in the algebraic sense. If X is an algebraic variety (over Q we let C(A") denote the field of rational functions on X. with X{ the normalization of X¡ and A' the normalization of A.
7.2. From now on we assume C is irreducible. The canonical mapping ty: C-» F(7f*) associates to a point p E C the hyperplane [w G 77: w(p) = 0) (we identify hyperplanes in 77 with lines in H*). The map «// is defined at p provided that there exists w G 77 such that w(p) i= 0. In analogy with the nonsingular case, we call C hyperelliptic if u> is not an embedding. Letting mx be the sheaf germs of holomorphic functions on C which vanish at x we verify that C is nonhyperelliptic if and only if the following three sequences are exact:
(1) 0 -» 77°(C; mx ® ß) -► 77°(C; ß) -* C -> 0, (2) 0 -» 77°(C; mxmy ® ß) -> 77°(C; w^ß) -» C -> 0 for all x, y E C, x ¥= y> (3) 0 -* 77°(C; mjß) -» 77°(C; mß) -► TJ -» 0 for all x£C, (7? » H°(C; mx/m2) is the Zariski cotangent space of C.) The three conditions correspond respectively to the geometric conditions:
(1)' \p is defined at all p. Remarks, (a) Condition (1) is satisfied if g > 1. Hereafter we shall assume that this is the case.
(b) If condition (2) is satisfied then g > 3 and condition (3) holds at each nonsingular point x.
(c) If g > 2 and x ^ y then ip(x) 7e if>(y); if not both x and y are nonsingular.
(d) Condition (2) fails if C carries a line bundle £ of degree 2 such that /An = 2.
(e) If (2) fails then \p is generically 2 to 1.
(f) If x is an ordinary «-fold singularity with n > 3 then (3) holds at x. 7.3. Given any Cartier divisor d on C let /z°(c/) = dim 7/°(C, 0(c/)) and then define W2 = {ur(d): d E C(r) and h°(d) > 2). In the case when C is nonsingular the following important facts about the sets W2 were observed by Riemann and given proofs by Martens [5] and more recently Saint-Donat [9] - (1) Theorem. For all r,2 < r < g -1, dim W2 < r -2. Moreover, if for some r, dim W2 = r -2, then W\ i= 0. (In particular C is hyperelliptic.) Saint-Donat's proof may be modified to apply in the singular case. Of course it then becomes necessary to define: dim W2 = dim(Zariski-closure of W2 in /). As a consequence we have the following: EiC'y*-') x />/#) such that (w) > d and Äo(i/) = jj We let Ai = {(d, [w] ) £ (C'fs~X) X P(H) such that (w) > c/}. The natural projections from A (resp. A1) to (C')(S~X) and P(H) we denote by ttx and 7r2 (resp. tt\ and 7T2). We shall show that if W2 = 0 then A = A1 by first showing that (7r2)-1(w) c A for some w and then "specializing" to conclude that A1 c A.
The result is important because the branch locus of tt2 will be seen to have geometric significance and this result allows us to compute the branch locus.
The following lemma was proved by Andreotti [1] in the nonsingular case though by a rather different argument. In the course of our argument when Proof. By Lemma 1, 3[w] G F(7/") such that \(w)\ c Ç' and (d, [w] ) G A1 =»(a", [w] ) E A. Moreover, the set U of such [w] is clearly Zariski open in P(H) and [w] It suffices to show that if d = rp < (w0), there exist a"" < (w") such that a"" -» /p. To see that this is the case let A be a small disk centered at p with coordinate / and e be a local nonvanishing section of K' = K ° tt. Choose a basis w0,..., wg_2 for 7/ and suppose w¡° tt = /■ • e in A. Then The proof is complete upon noting that B is of pure codimension 1 in P(H).
As a result of this corollary we see that B contains the set of hyperplanes [w] in P(H*) which are tangent to the canonical image X = \p(C).
7.5. In general, given a variety A" in a projective space P of dimension N we have both a dual correspondence in X X P* 6íl(X)= Zariski-closure {(x, h):xis n.s. on X and h D Tx (X)} and a dual variety X* = tt2^(X) c P*. (
(c) It suffices to prove the result for X irreducible. Then since ^(A"*) is irreducible and of dimension N -1 it suffices to show (x, h) E <>D (A") =» (h, x) E fy(X*). Let z = (x, h) £ ^(A*) be a n.s. point on ^(A") such that (i) x is n.s. on X and h is n.s. on X* and (ii) (ttJ,T^(X) -W). (2) Corollary. If X is the canonical image of a curve Cfor which W2 = 0 then the generic hyperplane [w] £ P(H) is not tangent to X and does not pass through \¡i(S) hence (w) contains 2g -2 distinct points.
Proof, dim X* = g -2 and $ is bijective as is 7r|C'.
There are now two cases to consider according as d0 has multiplicity 1 or 2 atp¡. It suffices to consider d0 = 2px + p2+ ■ • • + pg_2 and d0 = p, + p2
In the first case U = i/,(2) X U2X • • • X Ug_2 is a coordinate neighborhood of i/0 in (C')(8_l). If t'0 and t'x denote the compositions with tx of the projections from tV, X ¿7, to Ux then s\ = t'0 + t'x and s'0 = (t'0)2 + (t'x)2 are coordinates on i/, (2) and these composed with the projections from U to £/, (2) give coordinates sQ and j, on U. Finally, for k > 2 let sk = tk ° -nk where tt*: Í7-» Uk is the projection. Then sQ,..., sg_2 form a complete set of coordinates on U.
If w = w0 + 2x,w, we let Xj(x, t) = f0J + 2x//,(f) and gj(x, t) = D,Xj(x, t)/Xj(x, t). Then the divisor of w restricted to Uj has degree (2m)~lJdugj(x, t) dt. Since these functions are integer valued and analytic in x they must be constant on some neighborhood V of x = 0. It follows that if (d, [w] By assumption /0, has a zero of order exactly 2 at 0. Thus t2f¿¡x is holomorphic and the 1st term integrates to zero. However, í2£>,/oi//oi nas a pole of order 1 at 0 and since at least one section w¡ does not vanish atp, at least one function fkX is not zero at 0. Accordingly Dx A(0) ¥= 0 for some k. It follows that Q is irreducible. Thus A n (U X V) is an irreducible quadratic variety over V and this completes the proof when W2 = 0. The other case is omitted as the proof is similar.
8.
8.0. In this section we prove the main theorems of this paper. The first formulation is:
(1) Theorem. Let C be an irreducible curve of genus > 2. Let 9 = Vg_x and let Gg be the normalization of the Gauss correspondence Ge. Then the branch locus ofirG: G'9 -> F (H) equals the branch locus ofiT'2. A' -* F (77).
Proof. The closed graph of ug_x ° irg-i' (C^fg~X)-> 9 is a birational correspondence between (C'fg~X) and 9, hence induces a correspondence T between A and G9. First we must show that the diagram T y\ \/ m commutes. Let Ux = {d E (0(*"l): h°(d) (= h°(ti(-d))) = 1} and U2 = {x G 9: x is n.s. on 9). Let/= «g_, ° TTg_x. Then f(Ux) is dense in 9 hence in U2 and Í/' = f~\U2) n i/j is dense and open in (C'fg~X). Moreover,/ has rank g -1 at each d E U' so f*Td(U') = Tm (9) . But by 4.5.1, (f*Td(U')) = {w: w > dw E H) and this is precisely the line in F(77) associated to d by A.
Since the diagram commutes on a dense set, it commutes. It follows that Thenj+: F0(y,)-> T0(J2) induces a projective linear isomorphism P(H*)-> P(H2) which carries A", into X2.
Proof. Condition (b) insures that/is an algebraic isomorphism. Since A, is compact and projective algebraic, the map a is also an algebraic isomorphism. It follows that/ is algebraic as well. Choosing compactifications J¡ as in (5.0) we may take the Zariski-closure of the graph of/ in /, X J2 and it is immediate that this induces a birational correspondence between 0X and 02 © x hence also between Ge and G9 @x. Moreover, since / is a homomorphism the following diagram commutes:
Pi//,)-V-l->P(H2) It follows from 7.0.3 that (/T1** C b(tr2) and from 6.2.1 that modulo linear components ¿(ttj) = A"|. Since neither A"f nor X\ is a hyperplane (or else X¡ = X?* would be a point) it follows that (j*)~x(Xf) = X^ as required.
If in addition to the assumptions of the theorem it happens that neither A", nor A"2 is hyperelliptic, then, of course, the curves C, and C2 are isomorphic as a consequence of the theorem. However, in the classical case this condition on C, and C2 is not necessary as it is possible to reconstruct the curve C from a knowledge of the branch points of the map $: C -> X together with the fact that A* is a rational curve. In the present case, unfortunately, the map u/ can fail to be an embedding in several ways and it is not clear to the author that the branch locus of G9 contains enough information to recover C.
